UN to condemn holocaust denial
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On Friday the United Nations is expected to approve a resolution condemning
Holocaust
denial, one year after the first
Holocaust remembrance day
was celebrated. The bill was brought forward by the US, the European Community, Russia,
Australia, Canada and Israel, and so far has 82 co-sponsors. The resolution was created in
response to Iranian President Ahmadinejad's repeated statements denying the holocaust
ever happened, while at the same time promising to finish what Europe started - the
extermination of the Jewish race.

Quote: "The Israeli mission is hoping that a majority of at least 104 countries will support the
resolution, as in the historical vote of November 1, 2005, designating January 27 as the
International Day of Commemoration in memory of the victims of the Holocaust. The second
International Holocaust Day will be commemorated next Monday.

Italy's Prime Minister Romano Prodi, a close friend of Israel and the man who called for EU
troops to police the Gaza border, is pressing for Holocaust denial to be made a crime in his
country. Italy proposed legislation today that would increase jail sentences for anti-Semitic
attacks, and would help finance an international Holocaust education programme...

Quote: ""No to anti-Semitism, even when it is disguised as anti-Zionism," said Italian
President Giorgio Napolitano in a Memorial Day speech before hundreds of students in Rome
on Thursday. "Anti-Semitism means denying the base on which the Jewish country is built,
the reason for its establishment, and its need for security even today, it has nothing to do with
which government is currently leading Israel ," Napolitano said.

While this is positive news, especially in light of current statements coming out of Iran,
actions speak louder than words. Anti-Semitism is on the increase throughout the world, it's
not just an Iranian problem. The Bible states that during the tribulation period, specifically
after the abomination of desolation is set up in the Jewish Temple, the Jewish nation will
face a time of trouble the like of which has never been witnessed (Daniel 12:1), not even in
the Holocaust. Two thirds (Zechariah 13:8-9) of Israel will be wiped out, and the remaining
third will be preserved by God until the Second Coming of Christ (Revelation 12:14).
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